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When all the world forgets you and you're alone in the struggle of fame,

Clouds seem to gather,

They make you rather tired of playing the game,

When the pictures you've painted have faded, And it seems all your dreams are in vain,

You think of the old shack, I know you long to go back down the lane to begin again,
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When all the world forgets you and you're alone in the struggle of fame,
Clouds seem to gather, They make you rather tired of playing the game,
When the pictures you've painted have faded,
And it seems all your dreams are in vain,

You think of the old shack, I know you long to go back down the lane to beginning again,
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When all the world forgets you and you're alone in the struggle of fame,

Clouds seem to gather, They make you rather tired of playing the game,

When the pictures you've painted have faded, And it seems all your dreams are in vain,

You think of the old shack I know you long to go back down the lane to beginning again,
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